
Her Biliionaire 635 

Chapter 635 Finding His Whereabouts 

Eventually, Veronica called Colt. Although he was not at the scene of the accident today, she’d asked 

him to monitor the surveillance footage around the hotel. 

When her call was picked up, without waiting for her to speak, Colt said, “President Murphy, I finally got 

through to you.” 

“Do you know where Matthew is?” Veronica questioned without beating around the bush. There was a 

noticeable tremble in her voice when she spoke, perhaps even without her noticing it. 

“This afternoon, Hanson and I have been watching from the monitoring room all day, but the signal in 

the hotel is blocked, so we couldn’t see anything at all. However, a few hours ago, the two of us saw a 

few cars come out of the garage and head down the city center to the river avenue, and then they 

appeared in the CCTV’s blind spot,” Colt informed her. 

“Did you get a good look at who was in the car? Was Matthew there?” 

and Hanson were both from the private detective agency, and they were two people who were rather 

capable, both of whom she had scouted. However, as Hanson was quiet and 

only see that the person driving was Young Master Lynch. Caleb was in the second car, and I didn’t 

recognize any of the other people. I vaguely saw someone in the back seat of the first car, but could not 

see 

all best buddies, they naturally would not 

the surveillance footage of the other exits along the river avenue, but 
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When she came to Primrose Residence, she took a helicopter, 

a psychological ordeal that nearly broke her. She tried to remain calm and unruffled in the face of 

danger as she was afraid 

quickly and smoothly. Even if she forced herself to calm down, she could not stop her mind 

saw that it was 

 


